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Ouranos, a Super-Silent Superyacht 

 

 

 

Repeat clients of The Italian Sea Group are reaping the rewards of their newly delivered 

yacht Ouranos. Specifically, RINA reportedly has certified her sound and vibration levels are among 

the lowest of any traditionally powered yacht it has classed thus far. 

The Italian Sea Group reports that Ouranos scored 96 out of 100 in meeting the strict sound and 

vibration standards of RINA Comfort Class. Interestingly, another delivery from The Italian Sea 

Group also received high marks from RINA. Specifically: Cacos V, delivered in 2013. 

Striking in profile, and measuring 164 feet (50 meters), Ouranos features styling by Unielle Yacht 

Design.  

The central double-stacked glass surely make the most eye-catching component of her sharp 

exterior. The panes bring more light into the main saloon and skylounge.  

 

http://www.theitalianseagroup.com/
http://www.unielle.com/
http://www.unielle.com/
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A portion of the steel bulwark is even fitted with glass, to preserve uninterrupted vistas from the 

saloon. Surely, from a distance, the stacked glass appears to be one continuous panel. 

Glass has a significant place elsewhere onboard. The master suite is one. Denoted by six vertical 

ports, it sits forward on the main deck. (Speaking of staterooms, three VIPs and two twin guest 

cabins are all below decks.) 

As for the interior, Ouranos has materials typical of luxury yachts. The exact details are not available 

yet, though they include leathers and woods. Specially selected artwork adorns various rooms, too. 

You can see the full look, by the shipyard’s in-house team and Gian Marco Campanino, at the 

Monaco Yacht Show in September.  

The megayacht is making her global debut there, following the owners’ summer cruising schedule. 

For now, The Italian Sea Group describes the interior of Ouranos as “extremely refined but never 

too lavish.” 

Note, too, that the megayacht will charter starting later this year. The Caribbean is on her winter 

itinerary. 
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